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-How we were disciplined. The way
we were disciplined and how we
feel about it helps determine what
we expect of our own children.
What we want for our children.

-We value certain things more than _
- others. Our prioritie-s help deter- -

mine our hopes and dreams for
our children and what we will and
will not tolerate rom them.
'How we see ourselves as ~pare.nts.
The way we think other adults-
judge us as parents helps deter-

_ =mine how we "play" our role and
~ what we 'expect of our children,

What is happening at the time.
What we want to accomplish in a-
given time period or day will affect
our expectations of OUT children,
It takes many years for children to
learn correct behavior, values and

- self-control because they require
a lot-of practice and learn-in small
steps as they grow and develop. At
first, discipline is amatter of
structuring the environment. _
Instead of giving babies instru-c-
tions to follow such as, "Don't fall

By the time most chiloren~each
two or three years of age, theM
seem to nave so many adult
characteristics-the ability to ,
walk, talk and-think. However,
young children have a'long way to
go before they 'can behave like an
adult. - -

How Children Grow
and -nevelop
Normal growth and development
between one and six years of age.
is briefly discussed in this section.
The resource list at the end of the
bulletin suggests several books
that provide much more- -
information.



Negative methods ofrdiscipline
include using-shame or-ridicule -
employing harsh F>Dysica( ,
methods of discipline or threaten-
ing punishment: Positive methods
of disciplineutilize.knowledge of
how children develop and-disci-
pline shat~gies that teach children -
self-control. In the long-run; posi-
tive strategies are rnore effective
and more conducive to better rela-
tionships between parents and
children.

We all have occasional bad days
'and children do too. Their toler-
ance of frustration or failure is
much lower than an adult's so it
takes less t() set off tears o-r'a tan-
trum. Other factors, such as the

- child's health, stage of develop-
ment and emotional state also
affect behavior. Illness coming on
and changes in the family, for ~
example, can often precipitate dis-
cipline problems.



-
tasks to help avoid.discipline prob-

-- lem8'. For examplet- we can 1) give
Strategies - toddler-s finger foods so they can
Here are 1 ways to develop a pos-- - _fe~d themselves, 2) give young
itive discipline approach. _-chIldren small amounts of food so
_ - -they can finish itwithout being
1. Treat children respectfUlly. nagged or punished.B) put train-
Treat your children as you wish to ing wheels on a bicycle so a four-

- be treated. For example, pointing- -year-old carr--rideit,.-4)'br~ak
out poor table manners at the- _ _ larger tasks down into smaller -
family dinner table is embarrass- steps. Emily can pour the water
ing to children. Instead of learning - - -into the brownie mix-and stir it -
polite behavior, children will be when her father is -baking, even
more likely to become rese~tful,- though she is too young to bake

~ They may also become belligerent -all by. herself. She-and her father
- in such situations and the result-> ~an enjoy,this kitchen time'
-ing -~onfrontation ends in ano-win together when fie gives her jobs
situation for parents and children. that she can succeed at, rather -

- -than pointing out that she can:t
~. Recognize the good intent. _ -bake brownies because she's too
When children are small and still -- young.
learning about the world and now

- it operates) tliey make mistakes
- and sometimes cause problems-
-_they did not anticipate. If Jeremy
-~sptllsmilk all over the table, he
may have been trying to act

., responsibly and pour his own
- drInk. A-wise parent will recognize

the child's attempt and approve of
it,while encouraging him to clean
up the mess. Too-often we
assume ohildren are "out to get
us" when their goal was quite dif-
ferent.
3. Anal~e the environment. Look
around. Is there something that
helped cause a problem that might
be changed? Perhaps the latch on
the gate needs to be fixed so
Susan cannot escape the safety of
the back yard. Perhaps the storage
place for toys encqurages Tommy
to dump his toys in a messy heap
instead-of putting them away care-
fully.
4. Ar.:rangefor successjul.expe-

,.. riences. There is a saying that
"nothing teaches like. success." We
feel good after-winniflg -agame or
finishing a project Children feel
good, too, and begin to see them- -
selves as capable and competent
when they succeed. Arrange for
them to successfully accomplish

_ Young children need adult help in
completing large tasks and may
need help- for some time. Four-
year-old-Tomm¥, for example, will
be able-to uccessfully clean his
room if mom-or dad work with
him to-put things in order. When
mom or dad helps, Tommy learns
how to do the work, the work is
completed in a reasonablelength
of time and both parent and child
feel a sense of accomplishment,

5. Use consequences rather than
punishment: Consequences can
occur naturally or parents can
structure them. AILexample of a
structured consequence is deny-
ing a favorite television show
because toys are not put away-

~ after several warnings. Or, instead
of nagging your child-to finish
lunch, remove the uneaten food
and don't allow more until after-
noon snack time. The natural
result of not finishing lunch is _
hunger pains an hour later. Ask
yourself if your child will suffer
any real harm from an hour or
two of feeling hungry. The child's -
own inner discomfort is much
more effective than your nagging
to finish lunch. Remember that
consequences should not be used
as punishment.

6. Give directwns in a positive-
way. "Keep the and in the sand-
box" tells what to do with the _
sand. "Watch what you do with: the -
sand" is not enough information
for a child. He or she can follow
your directions and- still-dump
sana on the grass or sidewalk,
which probably Isn't what you had
in mind. -
Decide exactly what you wan{
your children to do before giving
them directions. T~ellthem in, sim"
ple words what you want. Keep in
mind that young children cannot -
remember a long list of directions.
7. Use a minimum of rules. All
children need rules or limits. They
feel safe and secure in a world

, where they know what to expect.
But young childrencannof «-

_ remember lohg lists of rules.Keep
the Humber to a necessaryfew-= -
cOllOerning th~health and~s<!fety .
01 the child, the safety and respect
of others and-respect for property.
Rules should be clear and reason-
able so that children san u-nder- -
stand and do what you request.
Think about the rules in your fam - -
ily. Do they meet these criteria?
8. Follow throuah. on tiie rules. If
you set a limit or give an instruc-
tion to your children, be sure it's a
necessary and sensible .one and tie
prepared'to follow through. -
Remember that' children will test
the limits to see just how firm
they are and whether parents
really mean what they say. A
mother in the supermarket may
say to her three-year-old, "Laura,
don't touch the tl1ings~n tlle_ -
shelves" and then go about her
shopping, concentrating on the,
list in her haria. Laura, in the-
meantime, picksuji another item - -
to see what will hapi~~n. If tie>thil!g_
happens because mother didn't
notice or doesn't say anything,
Laura is confused.Did mom mean
that or not? Laura will probably
decide that mom-really didn't
mean it and ke~p 01). picking.uQ



Leacli, Penelope. YQ.ur Baby &
Child: Prom Birth toAge Fioe:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1978.
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Positive Discipline
Dear Parents,
Of all the responsibilities of par-
enthood, discipline of children
probably raises the most qu-es-
tions and dilemmas for parents.
What is discipline? It is all of our
attempts to teach children correct
behavior, values and self-control.
How we discipline depends on
many things, including:
How we were disciplined. The way
we were disciplined and how we
feel about it helps determine what
we expect of our own children.
What we want for our children.
We value certain things more than
others. Our priorities help deter-
mine OUF hopes and dreams for
our children and what we will and
will not tolerate from them.
How we see ourselves as parents.
The way we think other adults
judge us as parents helps deter-
mine how we "play" our role and
wvat we expect of our children.
What is happening at the "time.
What we want to accomplish in a
given time period or day will affect
our expectations of our children.
It takes many years for children to
learn correct behavior, values and
self-control because they. require
a lot of practice. ana learn in small
steps as they grow and develop. At -
first, discipline is a matter of
structuring the environment,
Instead of giving babies instruc-
tions to follow' such as, "Don't fall

off the couch," we put them in
safe places like cribs and infant
seats so they are protected from
harm.
Later, as children begin to un-der-
stand language, we can use word
directions like, "That's yucky!
Don't eat it." As their ability to
think develops, they can under-
stand reasons such as, "Eating
mother's plants can make you -
sick. Eat this apple. instead."

By the time most children reach
two or three years of age, they
seem to have so many adult
characteristics-the ability to
walk, talk and think. However,
young children have a long way to
go before .they can behave like .an
adult.

To do a good job of disciplining,
parents need to be aware of how
children grow and develop, how to
organize their children's environ-
ment (surroundings) to prevent
problems, and positive discipline
strategies.

How Children Grow
_ and Develop

Normal growth and development
between one and six years of age
is briefly discussed in this section.
The resource list at the end of the
bulletin suggests several books -
that provide much more
information.

By-one year, children are probably
saying a word or two and may
have taken a first step, or are just
ready to walk. They are easily dis-
tracted from what they are doing.
They use their hands to grasp,
pick up and investigate things and
feed themselves (which can be
quite messy). These children are
usually cooperative, interested in
things around them and enthusi-
astic about play. They need to feel
safe and to trust caregivers.
By:two years of age, most children
walk quite wen and are constantly

-on the move. They often seem
obstinate and say "no" a lot as
they try to do things for them-
selves. They generally have a
vocabulary of a dozen words, or
so. TWo's may play with another
child for short periods of time but
generally play by themselves or

~ alongside other children. They
find it ery hard to share. These
children need adults who are reli-
able and patient.

By three years of age, children are
interested in pleasing and helping
adults. They have a fairly large
vocabulary. They may be-toilet
trained put still have accidents.
Tl1ree's enjoy playing with small
groups .of children of the same age
for longer periods of time, but still
like to play alone. They need
adults who encourage indepen-
dence and feelings of worth, allow-

-lots of time to look, explore and



_ask questions, accept their occa-
sional fears and remember that
they are only 36 months old.

By four years.children are full of
energy and exuberance and often
think they are more capable than
they really are. They love-all kinds
of words, including those-that
adults think are "bad." However
children generally do not under~
stand what the words mean. They
are just beginning to understand
the difference between real and
pretend. Four's enjoy being with
other: 'children and need -play-
mates of the same age. They also
need adults who can set and-
enforce-appropriate limits without
using harsh punishment. -

There are many ways adults can
- help-children learn and practice
.the skills Dec_essaryfor self-help
.and self-control For;~xampI-e, put
a sturdy stool by the bathroom
sink so they can reach the ancets
and store- pray materials at a level
that tRey 'can easio/ reach. ~

Appropriate discipline consicfers
the child, the behavior and the
situation because misbehaviorJs
often the result of a number of

. things wOEking together. -

Always remember the child's stage
· of development. Knowing that
two-and-a-half year olds aren't
able to use language or reason
very well helps you und-erstand

· that the only way Sam"could think
· of to get the truck back from

Charlie was to hit him. Sam needs
to have you tell him what to do
and the words to use rather than
spank him because he hit and -
wouldn't share. Knowing that
four-year-olds are just beginning
to sort out "real" and "pretend"
will help you deal constructively
with the stories that Jenny tells.
You Willrealize that the stories
aren'tlies but just her imagination
at work.

Parents must also examine their
own roles in problem situations.
Do you expect too much of your
children? Perhaps they are unable
to do what you want. Have you ~
stated your expectations clearly?
Remember that children don't -
understand language as well as
adults. What behaviors do you
model? Children imitate the-
behaviors of adults and older
children around them. If you
expect them to listen to you, do
you listen to them? If you expect
the truth from them, do you occa-
sionally tell "white lies?" If you get
upset when they hit each other, do

_ you ever hit them? Perhaps a
change in what you do will make a -
difference in their actions.

Neg~tive and; Positive
DisciRJine
Negative methods of discipline
include using shame or ridicule, '
employing harsh physical _

~ methods of discipline or threaten-
ing punishment. Positive methods'
of discipline utilize knowledge of
how children- develop and disci-
pline strategies that teach- children

_ self-c()ntrol. In the long run, posi-
tive strategies are more effective
and more conducive to better rela- .

- tionships between parents and
children. _



Positive Discipline
Strategies

. Here are 10 ways to develop a pos-
itive discipline approach.
1. Treat children respectfully~
Treat your children as you wish to _
be treated. For example, pointing
out poor table manners at the
family dinner table is embarrass-
ing to children. Instead of learning
polite behavior, children will be
more likely to become resentful.
They may also become belligerent
in such situations and the result-
ing confrontation ends in a no-win
situation for parents and children.

2. Recognize the good intent.
When children are small and still
learning about the world and how
it operates, they make mistakes
and sometimes cause problems
they did not anticipate. If Jeremy
spills milk all over the table, he
may have been trying to act
-responsibly and pour his.o n
drink. A wise parent will reeognize
the child's attempt and approve of
it, while encouraging him to clean
up the mess. Too often, we
assume children are "out to get
us" when their goal was quite dif-
ferent.
3. Analyze the environme:nt. Look
around. Is there something that
helped causea problem that might
be changed? Perhaps the latch on
the gate needs to be fixed so
Susan cannot escape the safety of
the back yard. Perhaps the storage
place for toys encourages Tommy
to dump his toys in a messy heap
instead of putting them away care- _
fully. -

4. Arrange for successful expe-
riences. There is a saying that
"nothing teaches like success." We
feel good after winning a game or
finishing a project. Children feel
good, too, and begin to see them-
selves as capable and competent
when they succeed. Arrange for
them to.successfullTacconiplisn

tasks to help avoid discipline prob-
lems. For example, we can 1) give
toddlers finger foods so they: can
feed themselves, 2) give young
children small amounts of food so
they can finish it without being .
nagged or punished, 3) put train-
ing wheels on a bicycle so a four-
year-old can ride it, 4) break
larger tasks down into smaller
steps. Emily can pour the water
into the brownie mix and stir-it
when her father is baking, even
though she is too young to bake
all by herself: She and her father
can enjoy this kitchen time'
together when he gives her jobs
that she can succeed at, rather
than pointing out that she can't
bake brownies because she's too
young.
Young children need adult help in
completing large tasks and may
need help for some time. Four-
year-old Tommy, for example, will
be able to successfully: clean his
room if mom or dad work with
him to put things in order. When
mom or dad helps, Tommy: learns
how to do the work, the work is
completed in a reasonable length
of time and both parent and child
feel a sense of accomplishment.

5. Use consequences rather than
punishment. Consequences can
occur naturally or parents can
structure them. An example of a
structured consequence is deny-
ing a favorite television snow
because toys are not put away
.after several warnings. Or, instead
of nagging your child to finish
lunch, remove the uneaten food
and don't allow more until after-
noon snack time. The natural
result of not finishing lunch is
hunger pains an hour later. Ask
yourself if your child will suffer
any real. harm from an hour or
two of feeling hungry. The child's
own inner discomfort is much
more effective than your nagging
to finish lunch. Remember that
consequences should not be used
as punishment.

6. Give directions in a positive
way. "Keep the sand in the sand-
box" tells what to do with the
sand. "Watch whatyou do with the
sand" is not enough information
for a child. He or she can follow
your directions and still dump
sand on the grass or sidewalk,
which probably isn't what you had
in mind.
Decide exactly what you want
your children to do before giving
them directions. Tell them in sim-
ple words what you want. Keep in
mind that young children cannot
remember a long list of directions.

7. Use a minimum of rules. All
children need rules or limits. They
feel safe and secure in a world
where they know what to expect.
But young children cannot
remember long lists of rules. Keep
the number to a necessary few-
concerning the health and safety
of the child, the safety and respect
of others and respect for property.
Rules should be clear and reason-
able so that children can under-
stand and do what you request.
Think about the rules in your fam-
ily. Do they meet these criteria?

8. Follow th-rough on the rules. If
you set a limit or give an instrue-
tion to your children, be sure it's a
necessary and sensible one and be
prepared to follow through.
Remember that children will test
the limits to see justhow firm
they are and whether, parents
really mean what they say. A
mother in the supermarket may
say to her three-year-old, "Laura,

_ don't touch the things on the
shelves" and then go about her
shopping, concentrating OIL the
list in her hand. Laura, in the
meantime, picks UP another item
to see what will happen. If nothing
happens because mother .didn't
notice or doesn't say anything,
Laura is confused. Did mom mean
that or not? Laura will probably
decide that mom really didn't
mean it and keep on picking up



things. Let your children know
that you do follow through.

Laura's mother could have used
the much more positive method of
involving her in the shopping. She
could have pointed out items she
wanted and allowed Laura to take
them off the shelf and put them in
the basket to make the shopping
trip interesting for Laura, teach
her how to be helpful, head off
discipline problems and help build
a warm and loving relationship
between parent and child.

9. Prepare children for change.
Give-children a warning about
changes in their life-from
approaching bedtime to a visit
from grandma next week-to
allow them to finish their activities
or prepare mentally for the
change. They feel more in control
if they're informed of the plans.
Many parents experience less
resistance from their children if
they say "In ten minutes it will be
time to go," followed by "In five
minutes, it will be time to go," and
finally "Now it's time to go."
10. Say yes whenever possible.
Sometimes, children want some-
thing they cannot have at the
moment. Instead of saying "No,
John, you may not have a cookie,"
fiis mother says, "Yes, you-may
have a cookie right after lunch, for
dessert." Then John knows tha
his wish is acceptable, but that the
timing is wrong. Perhaps part or
what a child wants is acceptable at
the moment and part isn't. Refer
to the acceptable part first, then
the unacceptable: "¥ou can open
the package and see your new
water toy now, but-wait until bath
time to put it in water."

Positive discipline fielps you and
your children work together
rather than against each other. It
preserves children's dignity and
self-respect while teaching self-
control, avoiding conflict situa-
tions and encouraging coopera-
tive, positive and loving family
relationships. -
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